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Hi Everyone,
Canada’s groundhogs, like this adorable plushy
Manitoba Merv from the Oak Hammock Marsh
Interpretive Centre outside Winnipeg, called for an
early spring this year as they did not see their
shadows. If they had been at Swan Lake they might
well have seen their shadows during our sunny breaks
and predicted six more weeks of winter, but let's go
with their prediction anyhow.
And there were some nice sunny breaks when
Hummingbird watching was the main
attraction again at Swan Lake, especially on
the days when the sun managed to get the
temperature into the double digits and the
males got into doing their yo-yo displaying
once more.

After my spring like picture of the Anna’s
Hummingbird eggs in a previous story,
there was interest in how I got a look into
their nest. As you can see in this shot the
nest was not too high, but it was definitely
above my head. My grandson and I noticed
the nest when we saw the mom fly in to
warm her eggs after she had been away
feeding. Female hummingbirds do all of
the egg and young care on their own as
the overly romantic males leave quickly
hoping to find another mate!
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the nest. I have to confess to actually going
and buying the dreaded selfie stick and
using it to get my phone camera in position
above the nest when the mom was gone.
My grandson had the remote control of the
shutter and he captured this image of me,
the selfie stick, and the eggs in the corner.

Sunny winter days also make for some great
viewing of vibrant bird colours like this
beautiful Red-shafted Northern Flicker who
is a member of the woodpecker family

The Yellow-shafted Northern Flicker is more
widespread across Canada, but the Redshafted type with its gorgeous orange-red
colouring is common in southern British
Columbia. They are extremely important in
the ecosystem because they are “primary
cavity nesters” which means they make
their own holes in trees to nest. This
behaviour is crucial as next year, when the
flickers build a new nest cavity, their old
holes are used by Wrens, Tree Swallows,
Barred Owls, Saw-whet Owls, Purple
Martins, Wood Ducks, Bufflehead Ducks
and many more species in need of a home.
Way to go shelter building Northern
Flickers!
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Out on the lake I saw a splash and thought it might be the beaver that
had cut down all the saplings in the last two weeks, but alas this tail
was long and thin and not round and flat like the beaver’s.

Of course I’m always

After eating a fish he

happy to see the River

pulled out on a log and

Otter too, and this time

started cleaning his

I saw him do something

whiskers.

different.

It only took a few
seconds for him to be
all groomed and
handsome again, and
then he dove back in
and resumed fishing
right away.
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Also out on the far side of the lake was a
Canvasback Duck. Even though it was not a
perfect picture from so far away I had to
include it as it is the first one I have seen this
winter at Swan Lake. They overwinter in
Victoria and then travel north to the the BC
interior, the Yukon and Alaska in the spring to
get back to their summer breeding grounds.

A more common sight at the lake is waterproof
youngsters enthralled with puddles. Forget the
lake, all the birds, and any other wildlife, just
provide a puddle and a rock to throw and you
have found paradise in nature for this little guy.

He was so thrilled with the wonderful splash
made by his rock that he was happy as a duck in
water doing this over, and over, and over again.

But there was one more thing that was
interesting to see before he went home. One
of our favourite guests made another, highly
appreciated, appearance. The Barred Owl is
a crowd pleaser for sure. This fellow was very
comfortable resting in the warm sun, so he
stayed there for hours right outside the Nature
House treating many sanctuary visitors and
photographers to a real show.
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Barred Owls can rotate their heads 270
degrees and this one was showing off this skill
as he investigated an exceptionally chatty
squirrel who didn’t realize just whose attention
he was attracting. This side view gave me a
good look at the owl’s facial discs around his
eyes. This concave collection of feathers forms
a dish that collects sound waves and directs
them to their ears to help them locate their
prey.
When he directs them right at you, as he is
doing in this awesome photo provided by
photographer Bob Orchard, you can’t help but
start to whisper and check your escape route.

Eventually though he resumed his daytime
nap in the warm sun, and all those around him
relaxed and rested too.

It’s a good idea to
soak up these rays,
because even
though the
groundhogs say
that spring is just
around the corner,
winter probably has more in store for us yet.

Take care, Lenny
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